
DUBAI: Middle East fund managers have
become more positive on regional equities
with a strong bias towards the United Arab
Emirates, and more bearish on bonds, a
monthly Reuters survey shows.

The survey of 14 leading fund managers,
conducted over the past 10 days, found 50
percent expecting to raise their regional
equity allocations in the next three months,
and 14 percent expecting to cut them - the
largest bullish balance since February 2014.
In last month’s survey, 29 percent anticipated
increasing equity exposure and 21 percent
expected to reduce it.

Global markets’ positive reaction to the
first US interest rate hike in almost a decade,
and better regional valuations after a broad
Gulf market sell-off in early December, are
the main reasons for the change. “Some

stocks have been pressured by aggressive,
redemption-driven selling flows after oil
prices fell, and this correction offers medium-
to long-term investors the opportunity to
increase their exposure to fundamentally
robust companies,” said Sachin Mohindra,
portfolio manager at Abu Dhabi-based Invest
AD. Meanwhile, 36 percent of fund managers
expect to reduce their allocations to regional
fixed income, with none planning to raise
them - the biggest bearish balance for bonds
since the survey was launched in September
2013. Last month, the ratios were 36 percent
and 7 percent.

The US rate hike in December was imitat-
ed by most Gulf central banks and is expect-
ed to be the first in a series. Also, shrunken
government revenues in the Gulf due to low
oil prices are hurting liquidity at Gulf banks,

pushing up short-term interest rates and
reducing local buying support for Gulf
bonds. “In the coming US Federal Open
Market Committee meetings, we will contin-
ue to witness rising rates, which will nega-
tively impact fixed income securities,” said
Tamer Kamal, head of asset management at
Abu Dhabi-based Union National Bank.

SAUDI, UAE, EGYPT
For a third straight month, managers are

equally split over the region’s largest stock
market, Saudi Arabia, with 36 percent
expecting to increase their exposure there
and the same number to reduce it.

Slightly under half of managers submit-
ted their responses after the government
announced on Monday this week its 2016
budget, which included spending cuts, ener-
gy subsidy reforms and tax rises designed to
bring a huge deficit under control.

While many managers see the budget as
positive for the long term, they believe the
market could be hurt in the short term by the
austerity steps.

“The budget is a positive sign for the long
run, but we think that the first three months
of 2016 will be an adjustment period for
companies as their gross margins are impact-
ed by the higher costs,” said Mohammad
Shabbir, head of equity funds at Dubai-based
Rasmala Investment Bank. He cited compa-
nies in the petrochemical, cement and trans-
portation sectors.

The effects of contractionary monetary
policy and less accommodative fiscal policy
will be visible next year, said Vijay Harpalani,
fund manager at Dubai-based Al Mal Capital.

The United Arab Emirates remains by far
the favoured equity market among regional
bourses with 71 percent of fund managers
expecting to increase their exposure there
and none to reduce it - the most bullish allo-
cation since the survey was launched.  That
compares with 36 percent and 7 percent in
November. “Technically we are close to sta-
ble levels at which markets should pass
through a consolidation phase before return-
ing to rally to fair valuation levels in the near
term,” said Kamal. — Reuters

Mideast funds more bullish on stocks
Most funds bearish on bonds since survey was launched
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Kuwaiti crude price rises 
8 cents to $28.62 pb

KUWAIT: Price of Kuwaiti crude oil moved up eight cents on
Wednesday reaching $28.62 per barrel in contrast to $28.54 pb on
Tuesday, said Kuwait Oil Corporation (KPC) yesterday. In world
markets, the forwards oil prices moved down, more than three
percent on Wednesday, after unexpected rise of American crude
reserves, amid  indications major producers planned further
pumping of the oil into markets  despite prevailing glut. Brent
Blend dropped $1.33 to settle at $36.46 pb, followed by the
American crude which moved down $1.27, settling at $36.60 pb.

US dollar stable against 
KD at 0.303 fils

KUWAIT: The rate of the US dollar was stable against the Kuwaiti
dinar at KD 0.303, the same with the euro which stood at KD 0.331 on
Wednesday, said a statement by Central Bank of Kuwait (CBK) yester-
day. The CBK said the Sterling pound went down to KD 0.449 while
the Swiss franc  was up to KD 0.307. The Japanese yen remained the
same at KD 0.002. 

News
i n  b r i e f

KUWAIT: Kuwait Stock Exchange (KSE)
ended yesterday’s session in the mixed
zone capping the year 2015 on a bearish
note. The price index gained 2.64 points
reaching 5,615.12 points, the weighted
index lost 0.14 points reaching 381.7
points and the KSX 15 moved down 1.87
points reaching 900.43. The number of
trades was 2,108 transactions with a value
of KD 8.5 million and a volume of 78.6 mil-
lion shares. 

Saudi Arabia’s stock market opened
weak yesterday as petrochemical firms
remained soft following gas feedstock
price rises in Monday’s 2016 state budget.
Egypt’s bourse continued rallying after
breaking technical resistance. The Saudi
index was 0.2 percent lower after 40 min-
utes of trade as the petrochemical sector
index slipped a further 0.5 percent.

The biggest stock in the sector, Saudi
Basic Industries , was flat but Saudi Kayan
lost 2.2 percent and PetroRabigh fell 2.4
percent after saying it would restart only
gradually its high-olefin fluid catalytic
cracker and subordinate units after an

extended maintenance period. It estimated
the cost of the extra maintenance at 200
million riyals ($53.3 million).

Major construction firm Abdullah Abdul
Mohsin Al-Khodari and Sons, which has

been struggling with the costs of labour
market reform and government spending
cuts, rose 0.9 percent after saying it had
taken a 135 million riyal interest-free
Islamic loan from its major shareholder.

Egypt’s index rose 0.6 percent to 7,023
points after breaking technical resistance
on its December peak on Wednesday, trig-
gering a minor double bottom formed by
the November and December lows and
pointing up to about 7,400 points. Aiwa
Food Industries gained 3.5 percent after
reporting it swung to a profit in the first
nine months of this year from a loss a year
earlier.

A Reuters survey of 14 leading fund
managers, conducted over the past 10
days and published on Thursday, showed
sentiment toward Egypt improving as new
central bank governor Tarek Amer partially
eases - but does not completely eliminate -
investors’ worries about the nation’s for-
eign exchange squeeze. The central bank
has repaid foreign funds their backlog of
hard currency.

Twenty-nine percent of managers now
expect to raise their equity allocations in
Cairo over the next three months and none
to cut them. Last month, 29 percent antici-
pated reducing allocations and 14 percent
raising them. — Agencies

KSE wraps up 2015 on bearish note

Saudi Q3 GDP growth 
edges down to 3.6% y/y

RIYADH: Saudi Arabia’s gross domestic product, adjusted for infla-
tion, grew 3.6 percent from a year earlier in the third quarter of
2015, slowing slightly from 3.8 percent in the second quarter, data
from the Central Department of Statistics showed yesterday.

Al-Khodari gets 135m 
riyal interest-free loan 

DUBAI: Saudi Arabia construction firm Abdullah Abdul Mohsin Al-
Khodari and Sons said yesterday that it has borrowed a 135 million
riyal ($36 million) interest-free Islamic loan from its major shareholder.
The loan from Abdullah al-Khodari Sons Investment Holding Co will
be used towards working capital and capital expenditures, and will be
repaid before 31 December 2018, the company said in a statement to
the bourse. 

Saudi stock market says 
aiming to float itself in 2018 

DUBAI: Saudi Arabia’s Tadawul stock market said yesterday that it
planned to launch its own initial share sale in 2018. The initial pub-
lic offering will be launched after the readiness exercise is com-
pleted and necessary approvals are obtained, it said in a bourse
statement. The kingdom’s stock market, by far the largest in the
Gulf Arab region with a market capitalization of 1.57 trillion riyals
($418.5 billion), said in 2014 that it was looking to go public, with-
out giving a timeframe for the flotation. 

KUWAIT: Kuwait’s stock traders follow the stock market activity at the
Kuwait Stock Exchange (KSE) yesterday.  — Photo by Yasser Al-Zayyat 

LONDON: World stock markets yesterday
ended 2015 with a whimper after sharp
volatility sparked by China’s slowdown,
euro-zone stimulus, the Greek crisis, ris-
ing US rates and a commodities rout.

“After a year that began so promising-
ly the markets are wrapping up 2015 in
the limpest way possible, a collective sigh
instead of any attempt at New Year’s Eve
fireworks,” said Spreadex analyst Connor
Campbell. Asian equities limped across
the finish line after a tumultuous 2015
that also witnessed a Summer meltdown
on the battered Chinese stock exchange.

European and US markets had
enjoyed a record-breaking run at the start
of the year, boosted by the expectation
and then delivery of European Central
Bank’s quantitative easing (QE) stimulus.

Investors fretted on uncertainty over
the Federal Reserve’s first interest rate
hike in almost a decade, but the bank
eventually hiked borrowing costs in
December amid growing confidence in

the US economic recovery. China’s eco-
nomic slowdown also plagued trading
floors in 2015 and sent commodities reel-
ing because the Asian giant is a top con-
sumer of many raw materials.

Oil prices collapsed on global over-
supply and demand fears, culminating in
an 11-year low for Brent crude last week.

‘Euphoric’ atmosphere sours 
“There have been two distinct periods

to the markets this year; the first third ...
of 2015 saw the European and US mar-
kets all surge to fresh all-time highs,
prompted by the promise, and delivery,
of (ECB chief) Mario Draghi’s long awaited
quantitative easing plan,” Campbell told
AFP. “Yet as the year went on, the
euphoric trading atmosphere began to
sour, the Greek saga that played havoc
with the European indices compounded
by the dual pressures of August’s dramat-
ic Chinese crash and the impending US
rate hike. —AFP

Global markets end 2015
with a whimper


